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1. Introduction. In this paper we use theorems on the boundedness

of solutions of second order nonlinear differential equations as a

starting place for a more detailed examination of the behavior of

solutions of such equations for large values of the independent vari-

able. The boundedness theorems we cite give sufficient conditions

for the existence of constants A, B>0 such that if x = x(t) is a solu-

tion of the given equation valid for all large /, then x(t) <B ior all

t>A where A and B may depend upon the particular solution

x = x(t). Theorems which guarantee A, B>0, as above, but in which

B is independent of the solution selected, have been used [2; 4] to

show the existence and uniqueness of periodic solutions.

If d>0 and e>0 are real constants, then a solution x = x(t),

x(t)^0, of the linear equation

x" + dx' + ex = 0

is oscillatory or monotonically approaches zero. The theorems secured

in this paper may be thought of as generalizations of this remark.

In §2 we state the theorems proved in the paper and in §3 provide

the proofs of the theorems.

2. Statements of the theorems. Throughout the paper we assume

that the coefficients in our equations are differentiable. The function

x(t)=0 is assumed to be a solution of each equation considered. We

shall use the fact that, because of the uniqueness of solutions, no solu-

tion not identically zero can be tangent to the t-axis. When we de-

scribe a solution x = x(t) of an equation as oscillatory, we shall mean

that it has positive maxima for arbitrarily large t and has negative

minima for arbitrarily large /.

In the first two theorems we consider the equation

(1) x" + f(x, x') + g(x) = x' 0, x' = dx/dt.

Theorem 1. If f(x, #') = 0 for all (x, x'), xg(x)>0 for all x^O,
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/g(x)dx —> oo  as x —» oo,
o

and if x = x(t) (x(t)f£Q) is a solution of (I) valid for all large t, then

x = x(t) is bounded and oscillatory as t—>oo or x(t) monotonically ap-

proaches zero as t—> oo.

By making further restriction on / and g we are able to conclude

that the amplitudes of the oscillations of an oscillatory solution of

(1) will decrease monotonically and hence (1) will not, under these

conditions, possess a nontrivial periodic solution. That some restric-

tions are necessary is clear by observing that if/(x, x') =0 and g(x) —x

then (1) is satisfied by x = sin /.

Theorem 2. If' f(x, x') >0 except at a discrete set of points, g(x) is an

odd function and x = x(t) is an oscillatory solution of (1), then the am-

plitudes of the oscillations of this solution are monotonically decreasing.

In the remaining theorems we specialize (1) by insisting that the

damping coefficient be independent of x' and secure theorems similar

to Theorem 1 in which we now allow the damping coefficient to take

on negative values.

Theorem 3. Let f'(x) denote df/dx and let xg(x)>0 for all x^Q'
g(x)/x—> oo as x—+ oo and suppose that there exist constants b, B > 0 such

that for all real x,

I fix) - bg(x) |   g B | x | .

If x = x(t), x(t)^0, is a solution of

(2) x"+f'(x)x' + gix) =0

valid for all large t, then x = xit) is bounded and oscillatory or xit)

monotonically approaches zero as t—> oo.

Theorem 4. Suppose there exist positive constants p. and X such that

X + 4M2 ̂  pF(x) ^ Gix) ^ X > 0,       X > p2,

where

Fix) = /(*)/*,       Gix) = gix)/x.

If x = xit), xit)^0, is any solution of (2) valid for all large t, then

x = x(t) is bounded and oscillatory or xit) monotonically approaches zero

as t—> oo.

Examples are easily constructed to show that Theorems 1, 3, 4 are

independent.
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If we let/(x, x') = l, g(x) = x/(x2-fT) in (1) we secure an equation

to which Theorem 1 applies but to which Theorems 3, 4 do not apply.

If we letf(x)=g(x)=9x(e-x2+x2), b = B = i in (2) then Theorem 3

applies to the resulting equation but Theorems 1, 4 do not. Finally,

if in (2) we let f(x) =3x(e~xi+i), g(x)=3x, X = 3, p. = 3/2, then

Theorem 4 applies but Theorems 1, 3 do not apply.

If g(x) =x3 and f(x) =3x(e~x +1) then (2) becomes an equation to

which no one of the Theorems 1, 3, 4 apply. However, the resulting

equation is included in the following theorem.

Theorem 5. If xf(x) >0 and xg(x) > Ofor all x^O and if g(x)/x—y«

as x—>oc , then any solution x = x(t), x(t) ^0, of (2) which is valid for all

large t is oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero as t—> °c.

3. Proofs of the theorems. The following lemma will be useful in

the proofs of the theorems.

Lemma. If xg(x)>0, xy^O and if x = x(t) is a solution of (1) valid

for all large I, then x = x(t), x(t) ^0, is strictly monotone or oscillatory.

Proof. If x = x(t), x(t)^0, is a monotone solution of (1) then it

must be strictly monotone for when x'(t)=0, x" = —g(x) and hence

x" ?*0 when x^O. Thus x'(t) =0, x" = 0 occur simultaneously only for

the solution x(t)=0.

If x = x(t) is a solution of (1) and is not monotone then x = x(t) has

maxima for arbitrarily large values of / and minima for arbitrarily

large values of I. Hence there are arbitrarily large values of t such

that x'(t) =0 and x"(t) ^0 and, also, there are arbitrarily large values

of t for which x'(t) =0, and x"(t)^0. However, when x'(t)=0,

x" = —g(x) and since xg(x)>0 for x?*0 and since the only solution

of (1) tangent to the /-axis is x(t) =0, we see that if x(t) is not mono-

tone then x = x(t) is oscillatory. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. Antosiewicz [l] has shown that under the

hypotheses of the theorem |x(/)| and \x'(t)\ are bounded as t—>°c.

Using this result and our lemma we may hereafter assume that for

t^a, x(t) is monotone.

Since x(t) is monotone, lim(^„ x(t) exists. Suppose that this limit is

cj^O. From (1) we have

(3) x'(t) = x'(a) -   f g(x(t))dl -  f f(x(t), x'(t))x'(t)dt
J a J a

for all t^a.
Since \x(t)\ and |x'(/)| are bounded and x(t) is strictly monotone,
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/, t /* x(t)

f(x, x')x'dt =   I       f(x, x')dx
a J x(a)

is bounded. However, since lim^,, x(t) =c^0,

lim   I   g(x)dt = + oo.

From (3) we see that this implies that x'(t) is unbounded contrary to

Antosiewicz's result and the theorem is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2. If h<ti<t3 are such that x'(ti) =0, x(h) =0,

x'(h) =0, then from equation (1) we secure

f(x, x')x''ldt -   I        g(x)dx
ll J x(.h)

and

/« 13 /• 2(<3>/(#, x')x'2dt —  I        g(x)rfx

from which it follows that

^(x)rfa: =   I    /(a:, *')*' rf/ > °-
x(t3) J ti

Since g(x) is odd and x(<2) =0 it follows that | x(ti) \ > \ x(t3) | and the

theorem is proved.

Proofs of Theorems 3, 4. It is known [3] that under the hy-

potheses of this theorem any solution x = x(t) is bounded as f—»°o.

Using this result and our lemma it only remains to show that if

x = x(t) is monotone, then x(t)—>0 as t—>=o.

Suppose, as in the proof of Theorem 1, x(t) is monotone and

lim^oo x(t)=C5*0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that

x'(t) is unbounded. If g(c) is positive, then corresponding to M<0

there exists N>0 such that for t>N, x'(t)<M. However, since

x(t)—>c when t—->oo and since c is finite this is impossible. A parallel

argument holds when g(c) <0 and the theorem is proved.

Using another known [3] boundedness theorem one can use the

proof given for Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 5. Again we use our lemma to dispose of all

cases except x(t) monotone.

Consider the system

(4) x'+fix) = y,       y' + gix) = 0
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equivalent to (2). For the solution under consideration there exists a

constant a such that for t^a, x = xit) is one sign and strictly mono-

tone. Consider the function

0(0 = 2 f gixit))x'it)dt + y2.

Using (4) we see that for all t^a,

dQ/dt = - 2gixit))fixit)) < 0.

If xit)>0, x'it) ^0 for t^a or if xit) <0, x'it) ^0 for t^a then, since

g(x)/x—► oo as x—* oo , if a is sufficiently large

0 g y2it) + x\t) - x2ia) g Q(0.

Thus, since dQ/dt<0 for t^a, xit) is bounded. In the cases x(/)>0,

x'it)^Q for t^a and x(/)<0, x'(0^0 for t^a it is obvious that xit)

is bounded hence we concluded that if x = xit) is a monotone solution

of (2) then xit), as t—>oo, is a bounded function.

The proof may be completed by the argument used to prove

Theorem 3.
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